
Clarification to bidders 

Query 1:- Details GPS based survey and various associated activities: what are the various associated 

activities to be carried out? 

Reply:- Associated activities SLD preparation, Data collection etc. detailed as mentioned in tender 

document under the scope of work. 

Query 2:- Metering at all stage:  who will provide the unmetered consumer list? Or we have to do 

consumer survey. 

Reply:- Metering: DTR Metering, Feeder Metering (33 kV & 11 KV Line) is required which will be 

obtained by doing the survey of the substations. For LT metering (Consumer metering & shifting of 

meters/ unmetered consumer )the bidders  has to assess/collect the data. 

Query 3:- Data to be submitted in excel,PDF and shape file format along with attribute of network 

component. – what are the attributes to be collected? 

Reply:- Attributes are pole, transformers, Double Pole and substation etc. as per tender document. 

Query 4:- Using of satellite image or Google map is required or not? 

Reply:- Not Required 

Query 5:- Methodology should be properly define before commencement of work along with GIS data 

structure. – It will be very difficult for additional work? 

Reply:- It is required in generalized form  for completion of the project. For example Methodology is 

required to be provided in the form of flow chart and Gantt chart, Manpower deployment planning for 

execution of the project. 

Query 6:- Plotting of network data, superimposing on vector land base data or any imagery format? 

Reply:- GPS network data should be plotted either in Arc-map or Auto-cad software. The deliverable for 

plotted network should be in pdf. Format along with the shp.file 

Query 7:- Photograph of land marks and major assets:- what are the major assets? 

Reply:- Transformers, pole and substations etc. as per tender document. 

Query 8 :- Proposed execution plan for one district including manpower & equipment to be provided -

 What will be calculation basic for one district without any proper data? 

Reply:- Tentative Plan to complete the assignment may please be provided . 

 



Query 9:- Please share subdivision name / number district wise under DDUGJY project (APDCL)? 

Reply:- Available tentative data is mentioned in the tender document under clause no.5.1 (Page-17 

tender document) of Detail of substation/Assets. 

 

Query 10:- Please share tentative total feeder length (in km) under DDUGJY (APDCL)? 

 

Reply:- At present this data is not available. Further as mentioned in the tender document under 

financial bid “It will be the sole responsibility of the bidders to get the assessment etc. of the 
total no. of 66/33/11 KV substations, length of the feeders of the Discom and various other 
parameters involved & its consideration before quoting the rates.” 
 
Query 11:- Please share attribute list / data model  require for GIS  mapping? 

Reply:- Not Required. 

 

Query 12:- Land base is require for these project ? if require  , satellite image will be provide  from 

RECPDCL? 

Reply:- Not Required. 

 

Query 13:- Peak load in (amp) (11kv feeder) data collection- these data collection from  substation 

panel meter in onetime  ? Please clarify 

Reply:- Yes 

Query 14:- Asset numbering / asset painting not require – please confirm ? 

Reply:- Not Required. 

Query 15:- 33kv & LT survey are not require . Only 11kv survey are require – please confirm? 

Reply:- For 33kV & LT Line the bidder has to provide the length of the network only, GPS based 

survey/network SLD is not required. However for 11 kV Line detailed GPS based survey is required along 

with network SLD. 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

  

 


